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Flowers bring along with them the ray of hope and joy no matter what the type of occasion. They
give a whole new meaning to the world that we are living in. Who doesnâ€™t like flowers? They grace
every occasion and decorate our life. We get immense sense of satisfaction and peace when we
see flowers. Be it birthdays, weddings, anniversaries. It would be unfair if romance is not mentioned.
What better way than proposing your love with a red rose. The world we live in is filled with exotic
flowers. Sometimes these flowers have thorns but arenâ€™t they sweet?

Various flowers have different meanings. Sometimes the significance of a flower changes with
respect to each individual. So the whole aspect about flowers changes according to each and every
person. To me pansies mean those days when I used to pick flowers as a young girl. For someone
else it might bring memories of a special event spent at a park. So these opinions are bound to vary.
But the end result is the same. They symbolize joy, love, peace and hope in some way or the other.

Lets the instance of where the lotus blooms. It is a divine flower which actually blooms in the mud. It
personifies the rise of something extraordinary from a trivial thing. By the way what are wild flowers?
Well to be honest there is no such thing apart from wild flowers as all flowers were born in the wild
at one point of time. Sometimes wild flowers indicate the arrival of a new season and sometimes the
fruits that are going to be borne. Even those simple and small wild flowers that grow around your
home bring joy in some form or the other to our subconscious mind which we hardly realize. There
were days when I used to fondly touch the tiny wild flowers on my way back from school.

Those were rainy days and it was a visual delight to watch butterflies kissing cute little flowers
sprinkled in dew. I canâ€™t forget the day when I met the love of my life and the day he adorned me
with jasmines. All these are moments which are hard to forget. I still hold my wedding photographs
dear to my heart where I got lots of bouquets from family friends near and dear. There were times in
school when I used to pick wild flowers and create small bouquets to gift my teachers.

There is a belief in Europe that strawberry flowers are an epitome of alertness and innocence.
Women threaded strawberries using grass stems for the one they loved. Wonderful traditions and
unique beliefs make them all the more special. Dahlias are considered very spicy and they indicated
warning, change, travel and even betrayal. When you gift this flower to someone you actually
compliment the wild side of that person. Lilies in turn are considered very spiritual. They are the
most apt flowers to gift to new mothers and brides-to-be as they signify fertility and nurturing nature.
It is a pleasure to watch their faces lighten up when they receive them.

Pansies signify remembrance. They are placed on the memorials of loved ones and the precious
people that you have missed in your life forever. I still remember the final journey of my grandma
when I placed a bunch of pansies over her for the last time. On the other hand roses epitomize deep
love. They are also seen as symbols of healing, concentration and courage. Roses are complex just
like the mind of a woman and they are mostly gifted to them who are the symbol of grace. It was a
visual treat to watch life like images of these flowers on my TV which I got through FiOS Bundles.
Whatever said and done, there are undeniably one of the best creations of God.
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Robin Mackenzie - About Author:
Tina Reeves is a freelancer. She has a passion for flowers and loves writing about their various
types and significances. In her free time she spends a lot of time watching a variety of TV shows
about different kind of flowers through a FiOS Bundles.
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